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About This Game

JC2-MP is a project to bring multiplayer to Just Cause 2 in all of its magnificent glory. Imagine the chaos of normal Just Cause
2, then extending it out to dozens, hundreds, and even thousands of players.
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Title: Just Cause 2: Multiplayer Mod
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Avalanche Studios
Publisher:
Square Enix
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows Vista (Windows XP is unsupported)

Processor: Dual-core CPU with SSE3 (Athlon 64 X2 4200 / Pentium D 3GHz)

Memory: 2GB System Memory

Hard Drive: 10GB of free drive space

Graphics: DX10 compatible graphics card with 256 MB of memory
(Nvidia GeForce 8800 series/ ATI Radeon HD 2600 Pro)

Sound: 100% DirectX 10 compatible sound card

DirectX®: Microsoft DirectX 10

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Just cause 2 normal is good, but when it has multiplayer, it's even better. My favorite part is the nitro, i can fly with boats using
it XD anyways a great game. It is a good game but, IT CRASHES FREQUENTLY
. absolute fun pack. frosty the snowman drove me in a sportscar and went on a hill and started flying and when it hit the ground
it lit on fire and killed me
legit 10\/10. Lots of fun !

DO TRY IT !

10\/10 !. its also good. >Be me, an edgy kid who just discovered maymays
>Crash plane into the casino
>lol geddit i just reinacted 9\/11
>i'm a failed abortion
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Awesome! Multiplayer! Fun! Fight! Flight! Ride! and alots of things.. I am currently in game. played 250 hours in 4 week. lol.
This game is alot better with multi, but you need friends

but this game crashes ALOT (pls fix)

5.5\/10. <presses turbo boost on boat
<presses jump
<STARTS FLIPPING IN THE AIR TWOARDS THE ISLAND
<lands on some dude and his buddies
<explodes

michael bay\/10. pretty good. <3 AbR

=). Not the best game out there, but one of the best singleplayer games to be revived by a multiplayer mod and no one can deny
the amount of fun earned by playing this.. great game and alot of fun
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